Publications – papers


Armstrong IS, Hoffman SA. Activity concentration measurements using a conjugate gradient (Siemens xSPECT) reconstruction algorithm in SPECT/CT. Nuc Med Commun 2016; 37:1212-17


Publications – books


Chapter 6, PET/CT in Neuroendocrine Tumors, V Ambrosini & S Fanti
Chapter 5, PET/CT in Gynecological Cancers, T Barwick & A Rockall
Chapter 5, PET/CT in Oesophageal and Gastric Cancer, T A Szyszko.
Presentations – invited

**Armstrong IS.** BNCS AGM. Birmingham, 4th May 2016. *Debunking myths in ionising radiation for MPI*

**Armstrong IS.** BNMS Annual Meeting. Birmingham, 17–19th April 2016. *Dos and don’ts of cardiac SPECT imaging*

Presentations – papers


Presentations – posters


**Armstrong IS, Saint KJ, Chilrá P, Bartley S, Tonge CM, Arumugam P.** General purpose collimators with resolution recovery enable significant dose reductions while maintaining image quality in myocardial perfusion SPECT. Annual European Association of Nuclear Medicine Congress, Barcelona, October 2016.


Prizes

BNMS 2016
3rd place Presentation

1st Place Poster

3rd Place Poster

Theses